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New, comfortable and elegant: the vegetable-tanned 
lambskins from Passier are now also available in the color 
Black.

Lambskin Pad: The anatomically-shaped, hard-wearing 
pad with highly therapeutic benefits is shock absorbing 
and effectively prevents formation of pressure points 
therefore making it perfect for horses with sensitive backs. 
It also promotes circulation and alleviation of tension. The 
underside of the pad consists of lambskin with 25 mm 
(1/10”) deep pile. In addition to the natural lambskin color 
the pad is now also available in elegant Black, matching the 
cotton outer! 

Lambskin Saddle Girth Cover: The removable Lambskin 
Saddle Girth Cover for the PASSIERBLU Wave Saddle Girth 
makes the girth even more comfortable for the horse. The 
two flaps and the Velcro fasteners prevent the lambskin 
from slipping and keep it in place and where it belongs! 
The lambskin is available in Natural and now also in classy 
Black, matching the Black of the leather of the girth!

Good to know: The Lambskin Pad is available in sizes M 
and L, the removable Lambskin Saddle Girth Cover for the 
PASSIERBLU Wave Saddle Girth is available in lengths of 
50 to 80 cm (20“ to 32“). The lambskin products can be 
washed at 30 °C using a detergent suitable for lambskin.

All lambskin products in Natural and Black are available 
from selected Passier stockists. You can easily find Passier 
dealerships in your area with the Store-Locator at passier.
com.
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Comfortable and classy: the Saddle Girth Cover for the 
PASSIERBLU Wave Saddle Girth with lambskin in Black 
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Horse-friendly and elegant:  
the Lambskin Pad with  
lambskin in Black 
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Passier lambskins now also in Black:
horse-friendly and classy!


